
Double Object Constructions and the PCC: evidence from Italian 
 

The Person Case Constraint (PCC) is an agreement restriction against combinations of weak 
pronouns and agreement markers when the Direct Object is 1p/2p. In English, the PCC targets 
Double Object Constructions, while Prepositional Constructions are unconstrained, see (1a) vs (1b).  
In my talk, I will argue that the same holds for Italian, modulo the clitic status of Italian weak 
pronouns.  

(1) a.   *? I’ll send əm you            * DOC = Double Object Construction  
b. I’ll send you to them     PC = Prepositional Construction 

First of all, I will argue that Italian is a language with dative shift (see also Giorgi & Longobardi 
1991). As a consequence, a ditransitive structure like (2) corresponds to two possible structures: a 
PC, in which a is a P introducing a prepositional dative, and a DOC, in which a is a Case particle 
(K) introducing a shifted dative. 

(2)   mostro  il   libro [PP/KP a Carlo]   PC/DOC 
 show.I  the book          to Carlo   ‘I’ll show the book to C./C. the book’ 

I will focus on four contexts in which the PP/KP alternation is overt and show that dative KPs 
exhibit a series of syntactic and semantic properties: i) they must be [human/animate]; ii) they can 
be replaced by dative clitic/wh- pronouns; iii) they can co-occour with a floating quantifier; iv) they 
can bind a subject-oriented anaphor; v) they can be interpreted as possessors/recipients. The 
relevant alternations are illustrated under the following headings.  
A. the ci/gli alternation. Inanimate datives are pronominalized by the clitic ci, while 
[animate/human] datives are normally replaced by a dative clitics, like gli (‘to him’), see (3). 
Following Kayne 1975, I will argue that ci is a pro-PP, while gli stands for a shifted dative. Under 
this analysis, the alternation in (3) follows from a general principle preventing inanimate datives 
from occurring as shifted datives (cf. English I sent her/*the conference my abstract). 

(3) a.    gli     dedico   tempo [KP  a Carlo]  DOC 
to.him  dedicate.I time         (to Carlo)  ‘I dedicate time to him (Carlo)’ 

b.  *gli/ci dedico       tempo [PP al      calcio]  PC 
to.it      dedicate.I time         to.the soccer  ‘I dedicate time to it (soccer)’ 

B. the a/da alternation with motion verbs. Transitive verbs like spedire ‘to send’, portare ‘to bring’ 
may select a [human] Indirect Object. When introduced by a, as in (4a), the IO is interpreted as a 
possessor/recipient, can be replaced by a dative pronoun, can bind a subject-oriented anaphor, etc. 
On the contrary, when introduced by da, as in (4b), the same complement counts as a goal PP. 

(4) a. Porto    il    libro [KP a  Carlo]   DOC 
Bring.I  the book       to Carlo   ‘I take Carlo the book’ 

 b. Porto    il    libro [PP  da Carlo]   PC 
Bring.I the book        to  Carlo   ‘I take the book to Carlo’s place’ 

C. the a/da alternation with causatives. In causative constructions, the causee can be introduced by 
either a or da. In my opinion, the a-causee counts as a shifted dative as it can be replaced by a 
dative clitic/wh- pronoun, is a potential antecedent for a subject-oriented anaphor, can co-occur 
with a floating quantifier, etc. 

(5) a.     Micol fa         pettinare Giulia [KP a  Carlo] DOC   
  Micol makes comb       Giulia       to Carlo ‘Micol makes Carlo comb Giulia’s hair’ 
b.     Micol fa         pettinare Giulia [PP da Carlo] PC 
  Micol makes comb       Giulia       by Carlo ‘Micol makes Carlo comb Giulia’s hair’ 

D. the alternation between strong/weak loro (‘to them’). Weak loro cannot be coordinated and 
focused, is not introduced by a, must precede the DO, and can bind a subject oriented anaphor. I 
will propose (contra Cardinaletti 1991) that the alternation between weak and strong loro is akin to 
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a dative shift alternation (it is worth noting that in Italian, as English, a pronominal shifted dative 
must be weak, cf. I sent em/*THEM my abstract). 

(6) a. Carlo mandò [KP loro [una lettera]]  DOC 
  Carlo sent            them a    letter   ‘Carlo sent them a letter’ 

b. Carlo mandò una lettera [PP a LORO]  PC 
  Carlo sent      a     letter        to them         ‘Carlo sent a letter to them’   

 In the second part of the talk, I will use the above four alternations as a test-bed for the 
hypothesis that the PCC targets clitic combinations corresponding to DOCs, while clitic 
configurations corresponding to PCs are unconstrained (I will show that this hypothesis is a 
corollary of Adger & Harbour’s 2007 analysis of the PCC).  
 This hypothesis, for instance, is consistent with the contrast in (7): in a PCC environment, the 
dative clitic gli is ungrammatical, while ci is fine, although the interpretation of the cluster remains 
unchanged. This asymmetry is consistent with the claim that ci stands for a dative PP (cf. A): 

(7) ti    *gli/ci  presenterò      io, al      direttore.        * DOC/PC 
you to.him will.introduce I,  to.the director  ‘I will introduce you to him (the dir.)’ 

Furthermore, the hypothesis above can provide a principled analysis for the so-called Fancy 
Constraint (Postal 1989), i.e. a constraint preventing 1p/2p clitics from occurring with an a-causee, 
as shown in (8a). It is worth recalling that, under the analysis in C, the Fancy Constraint can be 
analysed as a particular case of PCC as the a-causee counts for a particular kind of shifted dative.   

(8) a.    * Micol mi  fa        pettinare a Carlo         * DOC 
   Micol me makes comb       to Carlo   ‘Micol makes Carlo comb my hair’ 
 b.   Micol mi  fa        pettinare da Carlo  PC 
   Micol me makes comb       by Carlo  ‘Micol makes Carlo comb my hair’ 

 Lastly, I will argue that the observed cross-linguistic variation regarding case-marking and 
dative passivization depends on the Case properties of the head licensing shifted datives. In some 
languages, like English, this head assigns structural Case and, as a consequence, DOCs end up 
being Double Accusative Constructions (DAC). Traces of DACs are attested also in Latin (where 
double accusatives are found with verbs meaning ‘to ask’, ‘to teach’) and in several southern Italian 
dialects. For instance, in Neapolitan (Ledgeway 2000), 3p [human] datives can be pronominalized 
by an accusative clitic like ‘o ‘it/him’, ‘a ‘her’, etc., see (9). Under the analysis above, this means 
that, in Neapolitan, shifted datives are assigned Accusative Case. This hypothesis is confirmed by 
the fact that, in the same dialect, [human/animate] datives can be passivized, cf. (10). 

(9)   ’a       rispunneteno a Maria /*â      lettera  
to.her replied.they   to Maria /*to.the letter ‘They replied to her (Maria/*the letter)’ 

(10) a.  ’a          telefunajə a  socrama    
  (to).her phoned     to mother.in.law=my  ‘he/she phoned my mother-in-law’ 
 b. socrama                 fujə telefunata  
  mother.in.law=my was phoned   ‘my mother-in-law was phoned’ 
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